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Welcome 

Quick Introductions
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Q & A at the End



The What



Variable content that displays custom HTML on your website 
or Account Engagement (Pardot) forms, landing pages, layout 
templates, and emails based on prospect criteria. When a 
prospect matches the criteria for your dynamic content, a 
variation of the content displays.

In other words…

Save yourself the headache of maintaining a multitude of 
versions of templated content with slight variances and 
instead maintain ONE version that dynamically displays 
content based on a user’s known information (AKA field 
values).  

Dynamic Content is…



“Double Dynamic Content” 
The ability to embed a piece of dynamic 
content inside of another piece of dynamic 
content within the Account Engagement 
platform

Yay for advanced personalization!!!



The Who



Who can create Dynamic Content?

Admins Marketers Custom 
Roles

Default Role Permissions:
View

Create/Edit
Delete

Default Role Permissions:
View

Create/Edit
Delete

Permission Options:
View Only

View + Create/Edit
View + Delete

View + Create/Edit + Delete



The When



Real-World Examples: Double Dynamic

Salesperson 
+ Region

Product + 
Language

Persona + 
Sales Stage



Use Case: A prospective 
customer is receiving an 
e-newsletter that contains 
location-based contact 
information based on their 
state, as well as the account 
executive who is assigned to 
them.

Salesperson + Region

Dynamic Content 2 

Block w/ Location & Phone

Dynamic Content 1 (Inside 2) 

Salesperson Name



Use Case: A prospective 
customer has requested a 
spec sheet download based 
on a universal website form. 
They have indicated that 
they are interested in 
Product A as well as their 
primary language.

Product + Language

Dynamic Content 2 

Body Content Based on 
Primary Language

Dynamic Content 1 (Inside 2) 

Download Button Linking to 
Product Spec Sheet in Proper 
Language



Use Case: A prospective 
customer is served up an 
Account Engagement 
(Pardot) Landing Page that 
needs to contain content 
that is specific to their role 
at their company as well as 
what stage their 
opportunity is to ensure 
they are provided the 
proper incentive(s).

Persona + Sales Stage

Dynamic Content 2 

Body Content w/ Persona

Dynamic Content 1 (Inside 2)

Discount Based on Opportunity Stage



The Where



Where do I create Dynamic Content?

Pardot Lightning App > Content > Dynamic Content



The How



Create a 
Base 

Template

Create 
Dynamic 
Content 1

Create 
Dynamic 
Content 2

Place 
Dynamic 
Content 1 
inside 2

How to Embed Dynamic Content Within 
Existing Dynamic Content



Return to 
Template

Place Link:
Dynamic 
Content 2

Test, Test, 
Test!!!! Launch!



The Why



● Your base template is the same but your content is variable
● You need to display text in multiple languages
● You want to swap imagery based on products or services of interest
● You’re hosting global events and the invite is dependent on geographical location
● Signature line/contact information varies by salesperson and/or closest corporate location
● Content is controlled by a specific buyer persona
● You need to display discounts or incentives for a specific subset of your audience
● Content is controlled by user behavior: Page views, form submissions, etc.

If your content can be paired with another at the same time, USE DOUBLE DYNAMIC CONTENT!!!

You should use Dynamic Content if…



● Order your variations by the restrictiveness of the criteria. If a prospect matches multiple 
criteria, the prospect sees the first matched variation. 

● Only HTML is supported. 
● CSS on the page where you embed dynamic content affects the content’s appearance.
● You can’t use fields with the date field type as criteria.
● Create plain-text content for use with text emails.
● Dynamic content merge fields in emails display only the ID for that piece of content. To make 

sure you’re using the right merge field, you can cross-reference the ID number on the Dynamic 
Content list view.

Trouble with Dynamic Content 



Double Dynamic content needs to have failsafe scenarios planned out as well as strategic implementation 
to ensure content will populate accordingly. 

1. Include a Default option. For example, if the Language field is blank, what content would show?
2. Plan out scenarios in which content may be missing. For example, if you’re using a field that only is 

collected if they fill out one specific form, how can we ensure as many people submit that form as 
possible prior to engaging with the personalized content?

3. Place the dynamic content in a logical order. For example, create a dynamic button and THEN place it 
inside another content block with dynamic verbiage. 

4. Keep Pardot field data in sync with Salesforce. Double-check field sync behavior and what individuals 
have access to modify data PRIOR to using those values for controlling content.

Double Dynamic Content means you can have twice the marketing headache if you’re not careful!

Important Reminders 



Dynamic content can only be nested as two levels or layers.

Drumroll…. 



Thank you!
We appreciate your attendance at this session. If you have any 
questions please reach out to us via Goldcast or use the information 
below. We hope you enjoy the rest of the conference!

Dani Reeve
danielle.reeve@slalom.com
danireeve2018@gmail.com
Twitter: @SalesforceDani


